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Watch the video at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aOwgaIFKMY 
 
 
 
 

June Recap 
The Nelson Swamp foray was fun, with about 20 
people, but there weren’t many mushrooms. The 
brewery & the beer were great although we got there 
just as the rain started so no sunset.                 - Jean 
 
Connie Noftsier’s program was fabulous.  Many did 
not realize that her mushrooms, as well as the moss 
she poses them on, are all stitching. It’s definitely an 
art form. Connie will be at Beaver Lake in October 
so we have a second chance to see her artistry in 
person. 
 
  
 
 
2022 Calendar of Events 
 
Meetings are on the 3rd Monday of the month at 
7:30 pm, room 334 Illick Hall at ESF on the SU 
campus. 
 
 
 
 

Forays are on Sunday at 1:00 pm unless otherwise 
announced.  (If there is an all-day pouring rain or 
another hurricane, the foray will be held the 
following Sunday.  If in doubt, call Jean Fahey to 
find out when the trip will take place.) 
 
July  No CNYMS events, but Jean is doing a 
foray at Wellesley Island State Park.  Please contact 
the Park for details. 
 
August 21st  Salmon River Foray (upper 
parking lot)  
 
August 22nd  Meeting at 7:30 pm, Illick Hall. 
3D Mushroom Madness. 
  
September 18th   Verona Beach Recreational 
Area Foray 
 
September 19th Meeting at 7:30 pm, Illick 
Hall.  Enchanting Edible Mushrooms program by 
Dr. Tom Horton. 
 
October 9th  The Vince O’Neil Mushroom 
Festival at Beaver Lake Nature Center.  All 
members needed to help. 
 
October 16th  Selkirk State Park Foray 
 
 
October 17th  Meeting at 7:30 pm, Illick Hall. 
Mushroom ID meeting. 
 
November 13th  Mexico Point Foray 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
After all these years . . . Membership in CNYMS is still only 
$10.  Membership includes your newsletter - what a 
bargain!  If possible, it’s easier and more efficient if members 
pay for 2 years at once by sending $20 to:  Rick Colvin, 1848 
Whiting Road, Memphis, NY 13112.  
 
 

A working email address is 
*MANDATORY* 

at the time you join the club 
This is how ALL newsletters and announcements are sent. 

 
Contact me if you don’t know your membership status so 
you can keep the news and schedules coming!   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Any questions, or input for newsletters, contact:  
 
Jean Fahey (President) at (315) 446- 1463 (after 9am) 
 
Steve Reiter (Webmaster) at steve.reiter2@gmail.com 
 
Julie Siler (Newsletter) at (607) 749-2915 or 
jds88@cornell.edu  
 
Rick Colvin (Treasurer) at (315) 569-5771 or 
rick@gcolvin.com  (note new address) 
 
 

 
 
 
WANTED: 
 
Does anyone know Rob Anderson, Rick Herodes, 
Carol Ilaqua, Carol Leach, Alyssa Mattingly, 
Leo Monette, Dannon Trahan, or Kenneth 
Yankauer?  If you know them, or if you see this 
online, please email me so I can send you your 
newsletter!  They are sent electronically. 
 
 
 
 

CNYMS is looking for a NEMF Trustee 
 
Bernie Carr, our long-time NEMF trustee, is not in 
the area much anymore.  Is someone interested in 
taking  over for Bernie?  The Northeast Mycological 
Federation meets once a year, and 2022 may be a 
virtual meeting.  Please let us know if you’d like to 
represent CNYMS.  See NEMF.org for more 
information.  And a big thank you to Bernie for 
representing the club all these years! 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mushrooms grow in damp places. That’s 
why they are shaped like an umbrella. 

 
Alphonse Allias 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Save the Dates 
 
NEMF:  NEMF 2022 Samuel Ristich Foray in 
Joliette, QE 

Le Cercle de Mycologues de Montrèal is hosting 
this year’s NEMF Foray September 16-19. 
Registration is open. Capacity is only around 150 
registrants so don’t delay. 
 
https://www.mycomontreal.qc.ca/fr/?fbclid=IwAR3
CpnBgavly6Rm5KVQtbwzqDgM7-MHM8-
vvne3mI6EFb8hjrDoWNyMM1YE 
 
Peck Foray:  No information available yet. 
 
NAMA (Note - NAMA membership is required to 
attend annual and regional forays):   
NAMA 2022 Annual Foray:  September 29 - 
October 2, 2022;  Trout Lodge near Potosi, 
Missouri Information on speakers, workshops and 
registration to follow.  

WMS/NAMA 2022 Northwoods Regional Foray: 
Thursday, September 15 - Sunday, September 18 
Lakewoods Resort & Lodge in Cable, Wisconsin 
For registration questions and/or assistance, please 
contact NAMA/WMS Northwoods Regional Foray 
Registrar, Kristen Blizzard, 
at NorthwoodsRegionalRegistrar@namyco.org 
 
22nd Annual Gary Lincoff Foray:  September 24, 
North Park (Pittsburgh, PA). Hosted by the Western 
Pennsylvania with guest mycologists Alan and 
Arleen Bessette.  More to follow. 

COMA:  The 2022 Clark Rogerson Foray will be 
held from 9/2 to 9/5/2022 in Hebron, CT, at Camp 
Hemlocks.  Please email JLBCO@hotmail.com to 
be added to the registration waitlist. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Friendly fungi help forests fight 
climate change 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-
61787248  

This award-winning essay from young British science 
writer Zara Hussan explores the hidden, underground 
networks of fungi that are silently helping plants and trees 
to lock away carbon and combat climate change. Winner 
of the 2022 Association of British Science Writers 
(ABSW) Young Science Writer of the Year award, her 
essay explores a microscopic realm: Earth's fungal "life 
support system". 
 
A forest is home to billions of living things, some of 
them too small to be seen by the naked eye. 
Collectively, these micro-scale species contribute 
more to our planet than most of us could imagine. 
 
While we know that forests play a major role in 
countering global warming - acting as reservoirs for 
carbon - what is less well understood is how tiny 
organisms that dwell hidden in the soil help lock 
away our greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
The trees in our forests absorb carbon dioxide from 
the atmosphere as they photosynthesise; their leaves, 
powered by sunlight, convert that carbon dioxide 
into oxygen and sugar. As a tree grows, the carbon 
becomes part of its woody "biomass".  This is how 
trees naturally combat the planet-warming 
greenhouse effect. In the last 20 years, the Amazon 
rainforest alone is estimated to have taken in 1.7 
billion metric tons of carbon dioxide. 
 
Trees though do not act in isolation; they are 
entangled with - and work alongside - a vast 
community of micro-scale fungi.  A 2016 study led 
by researchers from Imperial College London 
revealed that one particular type - ectomycorrhizal 
fungi - enables certain trees to absorb CO2 faster 
(and therefore grow faster) than others. This is 
known as the "CO2 fertilisation effect". 
 
These fungi live in the root system of a host tree. In 
a symbiotic relationship, fungi help the tree to absorb 
more water, carbon and other nutrients. In exchange, 
the tree provides food for the fungi by 
photosynthesising. 
 
 



 
 
Ectomycorrhizal fungi have also been found to slow 
down the process of rotting; decomposition breaks 
down all that locked-away carbon and releases it into 
the atmosphere. So the fungi, in effect, have two 
methods of fighting global warming. 
 
Insights into the critical, growth-boosting role of 
fungi have already been applied to agriculture. 
Seeding the soil with "friendly fungus" is considered 
a promising technology for future sustainable 
farming.  Research conducted into planting one 
particular variety - Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, or 
AMF - in soil has shown how it can not only help 
enrich soil fertility, but also reduce CO2 levels in the 
atmosphere. 
 
A mesh of underground fungi plays an important role 
in energy and nutrient recycling.  Using these fungi 
can also provide a more sustainable alternative to 
chemical fertilisers, which can run into and pollute 
nearby water sources.  The benefits of so-called 
"biofertilisers", like AMF, have resulted in the global 
biofertiliser market reaching a value of more than 
$2bn. 
 
Switching from chemical to biological fertilisers 
does come at a financial cost.  Biological fertilisers 
are also often crop-specific and they generally do not 
boost crop yield as much and as quickly as chemical 
fertilisers. They are understood to be so much more 
beneficial for the soil and for the environment though 
that, in the UK, the government has developed a 
scheme called the Sustainable Farming Incentive 
(SFI). It aims to provide financial assistance to 
farmers who opt for more sustainable, nature-
enhancing practices. 
 
Moving away from chemical fertilisers on farmland 
could give those helpful fungi a boost in our forests, 
too.  Scientists say that naturally-occurring forest 
fungi are being put at risk by some chemicals. Dr 
Colin Averill, a senior scientist at ETH Zurich in  
 
Switzerland, says chemical fertilisers - that are rich 
in nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium - actually 
break down the symbiosis between fungi and plant 
roots. 
 
Research has also shown a link between the loss of 
soil fungi and a reduction in carbon content of forest 

soil. Meanwhile, deforestation, which annihilates the 
fungi along with their host trees, disrupts this whole 
underground, climate change-fighting ecosystem. 
 
The system can be repaired, though. Dr. Averill says 
that, by transplanting soil from rich, biodiverse 
"donor" sites to sites where soil is depleted, it is 
possible to restore fungal networks. He argues that 
taking these steps is necessary to help protect 
microbial communities. 
 
More recently, a project led by the Society for the 
Protection of Underground Networks (Spun) has set 
out to map these microscopic fungal networks and to 
understand their essential role in protecting our soils. 
The project is the start of what scientists have called 
an "underground climate movement", aiming to 
protect this ancient life support system and to help it 
to help us fight climate change. 
 
These fungi might be tiny and hidden beneath the 
ground, but they form a network that is protecting our 
planet. Scientists who study them say we can do 
more - particularly through sustainable farming 
methods - to protect them. 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 
WILD CHANTERELLE MUSHROOM GOULASH 
https://veganonboard.com/wild-chanterelle-mushroom-

goulash/ 
 

 
 
INGREDIENTS 
 For the soy chunks 
1 handful soy chunks 
1 tsp stock powder or bouillon 
2 tbsp soy sauce 
1 tbsp lime juice 
2 tsp agave syrup 
1 cup boiling water 
 
For the goulash 
2 small potatoes cubes of 1-2 cm 
1 onion chopped 
3 cloves garlic finely chopped 
2 big handfuls chanterelle mushrooms cut into bite-sized 
  pieces 
cooking oil 
1 tsp Italian herbs 
2 tsp marjoram 
1 tbsp sweet paprika 
1 tsp smoked paprika 
1-2 tbsp tomato puree 
2 tsp agave syrup 
1 tsp stock powder or bouillon 
water enough to almost cover 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1. To prepare the soy chunks: Pour the boiling water into a 
bowl containing the soy chunks, stock powder, soy sauce, lime 
juice and 2 tsp agave syrup. Mix to combine and let soak. In 
the meantime, start cooking the goulash. 
2. Gently fry the onion in some oil on medium-high heat until 
soft and transparent. 
3. Stir in chopped garlic and proceed to fry another 1-2 
minutes. 
4. Add the mushrooms and cook until they start to give off 
liquid. Yummy mushroom stock! 
5. Add herbs and marjoram, continue to cook until mushrooms 
have shrunk considerably or almost all the liquid has 
evaporated. This will take about 5 minutes on high heat. 
6. Turn down the heat, add both sweet and smoked paprika 
(careful not to burn it!), tomato puree and the other 2 tsp of 
agave syrup. Stir for about a minute or two. If things start to 
catch a bit at the bottom, just add a bit of water. 

7. Finally, add the soaked soy chunks, potatoes and another tsp 
of stock powder. Fill up with water until the other ingredients 
in the pan are almost covered, but not quite.  
8. Bring to a boil. Either pressure cook on high for 5 minutes 
(after the lid vent is sealed) or simmer until the potatoes are 
tender and the soy chunks are softened. 
 
Notes:  Serve with bread or dumplings - you can even cook 
the dumplings in the goulash! Typical dumpling recipe 
coming soon.  
 
Substitutions: This recipe works best with chanterelle 
mushrooms, but you can substitute any other edible wild 
mushrooms you find, in which case you might want to add a 
teaspoon or two of caraway seeds instead of the mixed herbs.  
We find dried soy chunks to be convenient when we are 
cooking in the van, as they are compact and easy to store. 
Tofu is an excellent alternative. 

 


